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step-by-step instructions + tips

1 Trim 3.25”x 12” pieces from the following:

a. Two pieces from On Point paper (ballet side)

b. One piece from On Point paper (music notes side)

c.  Two pieces from Beautiful paper (marble side, cut 
horizontally).

2 Select Lily White cardstock as layout base. Adhere paper 
strips vertically to cardstock, starting with Beautiful paper 
adhered 5.25” from left edge and following with other 
papers, about .25” apart.

3 Trim a .5”x 12” strip from On Point paper (music note side) 
and adhere to left side of layout, 4.75” from left edge. 

4 Using black paint or ink, color Yuletide letters for title. If 
desired, add liquid dimensional dots around the edge of 
each letter. Once dry, adhere to page vertically as shown. 
Handstitch sub-title (or add smaller letters of your choice) to 
complete title. Add gold sprinkles to two letters.

5 Trim a 6” half circle from Style paper (pink side). Hand-stitch 
around edge, if desired, and adhere it to bottom right side 
of page, 4” from right edge.  

6 Use exclusive kit stamps with black ink to stamp “believe” 
on scrap cardstock and use fine tip scissors to trim out. Add 
black glitter glue to piece, if desired.  

7 Adhere the following to half circle: heart die-cut from Bits 
& Pieces pack, stamped “believe” piece, exclusive gold 
glitter title, banner (die or hand-cut from scraps) and gold 
sprinkles. 

step-by-step instructions + sketch

    (cont’d)

TINY DANCER (24x12)
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8 Print five 2.75”x 3.75” photos and matte with Licorice 
Twist cardstock. Adhere one photo on each strip at 
staggered heights.

9 Cut a .5”x 12” strip of Beautiful paper (teal 
dot side) and create a spiral rosette by 
folding it accordion style, bringing ends 
together and gluing. Press down in 
center and secure in place by gluing to a 
punched circle of cardstock with strong 
liquid adhesive.

0 From the exclusive kit printables, cut 
out burlap label. Adhere to lower right, 
1” from right edge and 1.5” from bottom 
edge, tucking part of tag under pink 
paper. Select a chalkboard label and adhere 
vertically 1.75” from right edge and 1” from 
bottom edge. Add journaling with gold paint 
pen. Adhere spiral rosette at bottom of label. 
Embellish with wood button and gold sprinkles.

{ Adhere a chalkboard label above second photo on left.  
Add journaling with gold paint pen. Embellish with two 
gold sprinkles.

} Color two Vintage Paper Leaves with gold paint, ink or 
glitter. Adhere behind chalkboard label on left. 

q Embellish with additional gold sprinkles.
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1 Select Tropical cardstock as layout 
base. Use punch to round corners.

2 Trim an 11.5”x 11.5” piece of Holly 
Jolly paper (multi dot side). Use punch 
to round corners and hand stitch 
around edge, if desired. Adhere to 
center of Tropical cardstock.

3 Cut an 11” circle from Cotton Candy 
Plaid cardstock and add hand stitching 
around edge, if desired. Cut a 10” 
circle from Hot Cocoa paper (aqua 
gingham side) and adhere to center of 
pink cardstock circle. Adhere piece 1” from top edge and 
.5” from right edge.

4 Cut 12”x 2” strips from White Dotted burlap, Oh What Fun! 
paper (heart side) and Cotton Candy Plaid cardstock. Use 
border punch or steel die to add scallop edge to each strip. 
Adhere burlap strip 1.5” from bottom edge, and layer Oh 
What Fun! paper and Cotton Candy Plaid cardstock atop, 
leaving about .75” of each strip exposed. 

5 Print two 4.5”x 3” photos and adhere to circle as shown, 2” 
from top edge.

6 Select exclusive silver glitter title and adhere on pink 
cardstock to left of bottom photo.

7 Use a flower die, cutting file or punch to create three 
layered or rolled flowers from Style paper (pink side) in 
small, medium and large. (Or substitute snowflakes from 
exclusive kit cut files).

8 Adhere medium and large flowers at bottom right corner 
of lower photo. Use green ink, paint or glitter glue to color 
three Vintage Paper Leaves. Add two of these leaves to 
right of flowers.

9 Select green heart and green journaling tag from Bits & 
Pieces pack. Add journaling to tag and adhere to right of 
bottom photo. Adhere heart to left of flowers.

0 Use exclusive kit stamps with silver ink to stamp one large 
and three small snowflakes on scraps of white cardstock. 
Heat emboss, if desired. Trim out snowflakes and adhere 
one small snowflake above flower cluster and one small 
snowflake near upper left corner of lower photo. Adhere 
large snowflake above silver glitter title as shown.

{ Cut a 1”x 3” piece from White Dotted burlap and notch end 
to create banner. Adhere at top edge, 2” from left edge. 
Trim pink “magic” tag from exclusive kit printables. Adhere 
to left of burlap banner. Adhere small flower and glittered 
leaf below “magic” tag.

} Select two small and two large wood buttons. Thread with 
twine, if desired. Add to page as shown.

q Embellish with gold sprinkles.

 

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step layout instructions 

BELIEVE (12x12)
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1 Select an A2 card base. Trim a 4.25”x 4” piece of Cheer 
paper (red triangle side) and adhere to bottom portion of 
card base.

2 Cut a 4.25”x .5” strip from White Dotted burlap and 
adhere over top edge of Cheer paper. Handstitch 
around edge of card, if desired. 

3 Select green tag from Bits & Pieces pack. Add “X” to 
box with pen and use dimensional adhesive to adhere 
to card, centered on burlap strip.

4 Fussy-cut two flower bunches from Cheer paper 
(poinsettia side). Use dimensional adhesive to adhere 
flower bunches on each side of green tag as shown. 

5 Select gold tree clip and adhere to right of tag. Embellish 
with gold sprinkle.

6 Use exclusive kit stamps with black ink to stamp “Happiest 
of Holidays” on scrap cardstock. Hand or die-cut a banner 
shape and adhere to card, 1” from left edge and .75” from 
bottom edge. 

7 Add additional gold sprinkles to left of banner. 

step-by-step instructions + tipsstep-by-step card instructions

HOLIDAY CARD (4.25x5.5)

Happy Holidays!
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Stacy Cohen
lives in Los Angeles with 

her husband and two 

daughters, as well as two 

cats and two dogs. She 

works part-time as an 

insurance agent, special-

izing in health and life 

insurance.   

Stacy started scrapbooking in September of 2004 

when her girls were little because she wanted to 

preserve all the precious memories. Scrapbooking 

has been her creative outlet over the years, and she 

has developed a signature scrapbooking style that is 

flowery and feminine.

When she isn’t scrapping, Stacy fosters dogs for a 

local rescue group, reads mystery novels and enjoys 

embarrassing her daughters with her hip-hop dance 

moves.

See more of Stacy’s work at:

www.stacycohen.blogspot.com

designer & kit printables

To download these exclusive City Sidewalks 
electronic cut files, please visit: 
www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctwinter16-city-sidewalks

If cabin fever is setting in, we have the cure for
your wintertime blues! Our spring kits will debut  

March 1, 2017 so be sure and check the  
website for your first look!
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